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This RSS monthly report resumption summarizes the RSS status as of July 31, 2006, with
emphasis on the last few months.

Optics and Testing

�  Ultraviolet throughput testing
- A document was written, SALT-3160AP0005, �RSS Throughput Test Plan,� describing the

RSS UV throughput problem, a diagnostic test plan and possible remedies.  It can be
found at
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/subsystems/3160.shtml

- Parts for the in-situ test jig described in the above document have been procured by UW. 
The photodiodes, filter and slitmask mirrors, a UV isolation filter, and the UV-visible
convertors have been received.  The 375 nm UV laser has been shipped from Oxxius in
France and is expected by Aug 4.  A 670-nm diode laser and isolation filter have also
been ordered to provide a simultaneous visible channel to compare with the 375 nm UV
channel.  Four mirrors for a cross calibration test jig have also been ordered.

- The test jig and mirror jigs have been designed and are in the UW Physics machine shop.
- Testing of the photodiodes at UW has begun using a lab laser and a lab picoammeter.
- The supplier of the RSS solgel coatings, Cleveland Crystals, has confirmed that the process

used to do the initial MgF2 deposition in the MgF2/ solgel coating uses a �PVD beam,�
which would generate electrostatic potentials of �10's of volts.�  It is unclear whether this
would be enough to cause CaF2 color centers as described by Dekker.  A witness sample
from the RSS solgel coating has been rechecked for reflectivity at Cleveland Crystals.  It
shows some degradation in the intervening three years, from ~0.4% to ~1%.  The original
specification for this coating was 1% from 320 - 900 nm.

�  Ghost/ Flatfield testing
- Extensive data has been obtained on-sky and with the calibration system in an effort to

quantify the ghosting that degrades the flatfield in imaging and Fabry-Perot mode with
the interference filters.  As noted before, one of the surfaces involved in these ghosts is
definitely the interference filter, since they go away with the color filters used for order
separation with the grating spectroscopy modes.

- Placing stops at the RSS focal plane and at the RSS pupil confirm that the second surface
responsible for the �ring ghost,� which appears to be a fairly good image of the pupil, is
within RSS, and in fact is within the camera.

- ZEMAX ray tracing finds just one candidate ghost for the ring ghost, consistent with one
surface being the interference filter, the second one being in the camera, placing an image
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of the pupil fairly near the detector: this is a reflection off the first surface in the camera
field flattener (dewar window), then off the back of the filter.  The size of the ZEMAX
ghost image of the pupil is comparable to the size seen in the data.  A further analysis
shows that this ghost should be enhanced by a factor of two by an incidence-angle related
bandpass shift between the first pass through the filter and the ghost reflection off the
back of the filter.  This should also produce a ghost whose intensity and profile are
sensitive to the spectrum.  This ghost could conceivably be mitigated by redesigning the
field flattener, at the expense of some image degradation.

- A second ghost has been identified, caused by reflection off the CCD then off the back of
the interference filter.  This is actually the major source of ghost light reaching the
detector, but since the detector is neither at a focus nor a pupil for this ghost, it is diffuse.

- A more quantitative survey of the interference filter ghosts is being attempted to see
whether a coating degradation is indicated for any of the ghosts, and to predict their
effect on the flatfield.  

- RSS interference filter ghost images taken with point sources show a quite different pupil
profile between the sky and the calibration system.  This may be one of the best ways of
adjusting the calibration system to improve the pupil illumination.  This will be
especially important for the �ring ghost,� which is a fairly good image of the pupil.

�  Flexure
- Imaging mode flexure data was taken which quantifies the effect of hexapod tilt on image

position, while holding  D  fixed.  This complements data taken in 2005 which quantifies
the effect of  D  at constant tilt.

- An imaging mode flexure section was added to the document SALT-3120AS0023, �PFIS
Distortion and Alignment Model,� available at 

http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/subsystems/3120.shtml
- The on-axis dispersion direction (�x�) imaging-mode flexure was shown to be quite

comparable to the post-CDR RSS flexure model, while the on-axis flexure perpendicular
to the dispersion (�y�) is about three times that in the model, and with a rather different
sinusoidal dependence on  D  and tilt.  Compared to the FPRD image motion spec, the on-
axis x and y image motion/ track is ½ - 2× the specification.  Four arcmin off axis, the
image motion for low and high declination tracks can be up to 6× the specification, due
to the camera flexure in roll, which was not modeled by FEA.

- The extra  y  imaging-mode flexure is not due to flexing of the  D stage during rotation, as
was previously thought.  It is more likely due to a single optical element flexure, very
possibly the collimator doublet.  This is fixable in principle.

�  Stray light tests are being carried out to improve baffling between RSS and the payload and
within the payload.

� The first MOS masks have been produced.   An attempt at first MOS observations is to be
carried out next week.
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Mechanical

�  Filter Mechanism.  A new problem developed in the last month in which filters were being
pushed out of the beam without being commanded (sometimes during exposures).  This was
explained as a symptom of a faulty magazine station definition.  The RSS mechanism
interlock system prevents a filter from being inserted when not at a station, and pneumatic
power that keeps the filter in is removed if not at a station.  This has been solved by
recalibrating the software which defines where the different filter magazine stations are
located.  This alignment appears to have changed, possibly during an incident in which the
camera fall arrester interfered with the filter mechanism during a test.  A procedure for
realigning the magazine has been written.

�  Grating Mechanism.  A �preload plate� is being developed to reduce the grating flexure which
contributes to a large spectrum motion perpendicular to the dispersion, especially for large
articulation angles.  The first attempt at a preload plate clashed with the rotator due to an
error in the model,  necessitating a cutout on the bottom surface.  The model has been
corrected.  Final measurements are needed before modifications are made.

�  Beamsplitter Mechanism.  The beamsplitter inserter mechanism is being redesigned to
accommodate rotating the beamsplitter 90° while mounted on the telescope. A fit check at
the telescope revealed some discrepancies in the model, requiring some shims.  Preliminary
work shows that it now fits.  In the meantime, we found that a new pneumatic offered by
Festo would allow its placement completely within the dispersor-area baffle, removing the
need for a complex addition to the baffling.  This has been implemented in the new design. 
Mechanical drawings are now being made and manufacturing should start in two weeks.

�  Slit Mask Mechanism.  The slitmask mechanism is being redesigned to eliminate the jamming
which plagued its early operations.  It will allow for an easier and more robust alignment of
the magazine, elevator, and inserter, and will improve the sensor interlocks.  The new design
has been completed and blessed in a design review on 25 July.  Drawings are currently being
produced and parts have been ordered.  A design for a slit mask storage cabinet has been
finished.

�  Articulation Mechanism.  A �fall arrester� has been fabricated which guarantees a fail-safe
method of preventing catastrophic damage or injury in case the camera articulation
mechanism fails during an articulation.  (In the interim, articulation is allowed only at special
D angles for which an unconstrained camera cannot reach its hard stops.) A first design failed
in one direction during a test because of interference with the filter mechanism.  The
offending bracket has been redefined, fabricated and installed.  The arrester now works in
both directions.  However, before full deployment (allowing the camera to be articulated at
all  D angles), additional stress analysis will be done since the new bracket is less bulky.

�  Maintenance fixture.  An attempt has been made to produce a conceptual design of a fixture
that would allow RSS to be lifted enough off the  D stage without decabling to allow
maintenance to be performed on otherwise inaccessible mechanisms, such as the guider and
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the waveplate mechanism.  So far no acceptable designs have been identified.

Control

�  Waveplate control.  Diagnosis continues on the waveplate rotation homing problem.  Since the
waveplate control was altered (in Sept 2005) to turn off the rotation encoder when not
rotating (to eliminate stray light from the encoder), the RSS waveplate at SALT does not
home reliably.  
- At UW, a full mockup of this system was created, using spare parts for the spare control

system now being built up.  The problem could not be replicated, ie, the waveplate homes
reliably using the same control software as is used at SALT.  This suggests an encoder
alignment problem or a wiring problem at SALT   

- Attempts are being made to measure the index (home) pulse line at SALT using vendor-
supplied software, and using an oscilloscope.

�  Grating magazine interlock. A problem with a faulty interlock for the grating inserter was
identified after an interlock modification in Oct 2005:  although three of the four
modifications worked, it was found that grating insertion was always allowed.  Using the
spare control system at UW, we identified a likely wiring error that could cause this problem. 
The wiring error was indeed found at SALT, and fixed.  The interlock has been tested in all
configurations and now works as designed.

�  PCON software (Anthony Koeslag)
- A draft document has been distributed, with comments requested by Aug 7:

SALT-3100AE PFIS PCON Software Design Doc Issue A.doc
- Functionality was added to Load and Save settings on the current PCON GUI, which has

been well accepted by the SAs.
- Added software lockouts to prevent some commands going through to the hardware.  This

was in response to being told that either the slitmask or filter mechanism was not fully
operational at some stage and would cause problems if the hardware was moved. These
lockouts were added to the config file and can be changed when required.

�  PDET software.  An intermittent PDET �hanging� problem has been narrowed down to issues
with the shutter signal.

�  PIPT  (Christian Hettlage/ UW).  We resolved several inconsistences and bugs in the PIPT
grating mode simulator relating to the accounting of photons per bin and resolution element.

�  SALT IRAF package.  
- UW continues work on developing a procedure for making RSS bad pixel masks.
- UW is working with SALT (Roy Emmerich/ Martin Still) to integrate UW and SALT

changes to the package.
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Management

� The RSS team (SALT, UW, and RU) continues to have weekly telecons, with special topic
telecons in between as necessary.

�  The Quarter 3, 2005 Quarterly Report was finished. 

Activities for next month

�  Testing
- Obtain out of focus images through the 340 nm interference filter to determine the pupil

distribution of the UV throughput loss.
- Fabricate and test the UV throughput test jig at UW.
- Obtain ghost images to verify the ring ghost identification and to quantify the ghosts for

different filters and spectra.
- Develop a full ghost/ flatfield model using ZEMAX Non-Sequential Component mode.
- Study possible field flattener redesigns which might mitigate the ring ghost.
- MOS mode testing.

�  Mechanical
- Install grating rotator preload and do spectroscopy mode flexure tests.
- Fabricate beamsplitter inserter.
- Procure parts and fabricate slitmask mechanism modification.
- Implement articulation fall arrester.

�  Control
- Review PCON Software Design Document.
- Diagnose waveplate rotation encoder homing and repeatability issues.
- Diagnose and fix PDET �hanging� problem.
- Begin design of IRAF Polarimetry module.

�  Management
- Continue development of RSS commissioning schedule.
- Finish Quarter 4, 2005 Quarterly Report.




